STWST48x5
STAY UNFINISHED
Founded as an artists’ collective, Stadwerkstatt (STWST), a striving, living cultural
space prides itself as an autonomous structure since 1979, is celebrating its 40
year existence in 2019. STWST48x5, the fifth edition of STWST’s annual
extravaganza 48 hour showcase, held in conjunction with Art Electronica,
announces STAY UNFINISHED as its thematic approach this year. STAY
UNFINISHED aims to look at the art of the past and the projects of today. It's
about history and now, it's about process and transformation. It's about not being
finished, not getting finished, and mostly about moving forward, thinking ahead.
With STAY UNFINISHED, we seek coalition with art and societies who remain in
constant development and perpetual movement towards a possible utopia of
open society in ever-expanding modes.
STWST has been fed with ingredients grown through an ideal-typical milieu of
heterogeneity of art, media, technology, culture and the social.
STWST48x5 - STAY UNFINISHED seeks worldwide STWST likewise cultural spaces,
labs, art and research initiatives to join its non-stop 48 hour
We want to keep the space open to grow programmatically in deep contexts and
rough critique. We seek to operate on the basis of non-fixed identities, chasing
water-clear and queer minds while voting for the Many and the Other against the
totalitarian One.

STWST48x5 - STAY UNFINISHED announces its OPEN CALL for spaces, projects,
initiatives, start up/start over which either in the early stage of incubation or long
time existing to join us for the 48 hour programs that spans through September
6-8, 2019.
Send us a brief introduction/proposal about your space, your lab and projects in
one PDF document.
We consider the possible presentation formats include exhibition, performance,
archive documents, acts and re-acts, talks and makes.
STWST curation crew: Tanja Brandmayr, Shu Lea Cheang, Franz Xaver
stwst48x5opencall@stwst.at
DEADLINE: June 20, 2019
Stadtwerkstatt, A-4040 Linz, Austria
http://stwst.at
https://newcontext.stwst.at/en/history/start
STWST48x1 CRASHING THE INFORMATION
https://projects.stwst.at/stwst48/

STWST48x2 NON STOP NOT COMPLY
http://stwst48x2.stwst.at
STWST48x3 MIND LESS
http://stwst48x3.stwst.at/
STWST48x4 SLEEP
http://stwst48x4.stwst.at

